In the present work, development and validation of reduced chemical kinetic mechanisms for 
Introduction

44
Diesel fuels primarily comprise complex mixtures of different types of hydrocarbon species 45 that can be categorised into several basic structural classes of compounds such as straight-46 alkanes (also known as n-alkanes), branched-alkanes (also known as iso-alkanes), cyclo-alkanes, and aromatic compounds. For example, typical North American diesel fuels and direct injection engine combustion. Apart from that, more recently, a 50-species reduced chemical kinetic mechanism for CHX has also been successfully incorporated into the multi-
104
dimensional CFD code to model the auto-ignition processes in an rapid compression machine 105 (RCM) under HCCI engine-like conditions [32] .
106
Last but not least, aromatics compounds in diesel fuels are cyclic, planar hydrocarbons with 107 alternating double and single bonds between carbon atoms, forming a continuous ring [2] . 
Development of Reduced Chemical Kinetic Mechanisms for Diesel Fuel Constituents
In this work, HXN the fuel species. Here, the threshold limit is set to unity in order to identify all the coupled 178 species through graph searching using a species coupling measure, r xy . r xy is a normalised 179 contribution of species y to the production rate of species x and it is expressed as: 
Mechanism Reduction Procedures
198
Similar to the previous mechanism reduction exercise [11] , capability of the mechanisms in 
269
In this section, the reduced models of the fuel constituents are successfully derived using the validations in 0-D simulations are described in Table 1 . 
293
In addition, capability of the reduced models for each fuel constituents in replicating 294 concentration of important combustion products is monitored throughout this reduction work.
295
Comparisons of the reduced and detailed mechanisms with respect to species concentration 296 profiles for auto-ignition as well as JSR conditions are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , As shown in Fig. 2(a) , there is a discrepancy between the computed fuel profiles using the distance between the computed species mole fraction using the reduced and detailed CHX 310 models is observed in Fig. 2 products is expected to aid soot formation predictions for the subsequent multi-dimensional the subsequent validation exercise.
337
Results in Fig. 4(a) show that the surrogate model for HXN is able to reproduce the species Fig. 4(a) .
361
Similar to the HXN oxidation, Fig. 4(b) demonstrates that the HMN concentration decreases 362 when ambient temperature increases. Besides, it is also observed that the computed fuel 363 concentration using the reduced chemistry is over-predicted at 800 K < T < 1000 K as 364 compared to the experimental measurements. The deviations between the computed results
365
and the experimental measurements are within one order of magnitude in the absolute values.
366
In spite of this, the species profiles for the resulting product species such as C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 and 367 C 2 H 6 are seen to be consistent and identical. Additionally, similar temporal evolution trends 368 are observed between the reduced and detailed mechanisms. 
377
The overall agreements between the experimental and predicted species profiles for HXN, The construction of the reduced models for each diesel fuel constituents in this work is an 
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